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SAN FRANCISCO: Google co-founder Larry Page has
secretly poured more than $100 million into building
flying cars, Bloomberg reported Thursday. Page has
backed Zee.Aero while striving to keep his involve-
ment hidden, according to the report that cited
unnamed sources described as having intimate
knowledge of the flying car startup launched in 2010.
“Based in the heart of Silicon Valley, Zee is develop-
ing a revolutionary new form of transportation,” the
startup said on its website, which invited people with
engineering skills to apply for jobs. Zee is “working at
the intersection of aerodynamics, advanced manu-
facturing, and electric propulsion,” it said.

As part of a bid for secrecy, Zee.Aero employees
referred to Page as “GUS”, a play on “Guy UpStairs”
since, for a time, the Google co-founder had a pri-
vate hideaway on the second floor of their facility,

according to Bloomberg. It said Zee.Aero has near-
ly 150 employees and expanded operations to an
airport hangar a little more than an hour’s drive
from Alphabet-owned Google’s headquarters in
the California city of Mountain View. Page has
spent more than $100 million on Zee.Aero, accord-
ing to Bloomberg.

It also reported that Page was backing a second
flying car startup, Kitty Hawk, that began operating
last year not far from Zee.Aero and is taking a differ-
ent design approach. Neither Zee.Aero nor Alphabet
responded to AFP requests for comment. Page is pur-
suing a flying car dream on his own, not as part of
Alphabet’s investments in “moonshots” such as self-
driving cars, Bloomberg said.

Google announced plans last month to open a
Detroit-area technology center for its self-driving car

program. The new center in Novi, Michigan, will
house engineers and others testing vehicles provid-
ed by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, according to an
Alphabet statement. Google added 100 new 2017
Chrysler Pacifica hybrid vehicles to its fleet of self-dri-
ving vehicles in a major expansion earlier in May.

The collaboration with Fiat Chrysler marked the
first time the California-based Internet giant has
worked directly with an automaker to build self-dri-
ving vehicles. Google has said it would not license its
autonomous car technology nor sell the self-driving
minivans. The tech titan began testing its
autonomous driving technology in 2009 using a
Toyota Prius equipped with Google equipment. It
now has some 70 vehicles, including Lexus cars,
adapted by Google in addition to its in-house
designed cars unveiled in 2014. — AFP 
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TOKYO: Messaging app Line said yester-
day it will make its stock market debut
in Tokyo and New York next month, as it
looks to expand on booming popularity
among smartphone users in Asia. The
Japan-based firm won regulatory
approval for the sale with the dual list-
ing expected to raise as much as 113 bil-
lion yen ($1.05 billion), including an
option to sell more shares if demand is
strong. The deal - likely to be among the
biggest IPOs this year - would value Line
at about $5.5 billion, and was described
by Bloomberg as this year’s biggest tech
offering globally.

Line, which is owned by South Korean
Internet provider Naver, said it expected
to list its stock on July 14 in New York and
July 15 in Tokyo. It will offer 13 million
new shares in Japan, with another 22 mil-
lion in the US, according to documents
filed with the Tokyo Stock Exchange. The
indicative share price would be 2,800 yen
apiece. “(Line) has made the decision to
go public in both Japan and the United

States to further enhance its strong posi-
tion in Asia and to continue a more active
global expansion,” the company said.

The sale comes two years after the
firm initially announced plans to list in an
IPO that was later shelved, reportedly
due to disagreements over the sale
between Line and its South Korean own-
er. The July offering would be the biggest
in Tokyo since Japan Post made its long-
awaited trading debut in November with
a share sale that topped $11.5 billion. The
popular app lets users make free calls,
send instant messages, and post photos
or short videos, along with a host of other
paid-services. 

It combines attributes from Facebook,
Skype and WhatsApp, with games and a
mobile payment service also on offer.
Line’s messaging service launched in
2011 after the quake-tsunami tragedy
damaged Japan’s telecoms infrastructure
nationwide, forcing people to use to
online resources to communicate. It is
best known for letting users send each

other cute cartoon “stickers”, and is huge-
ly popular in Japan, particularly among
teenagers. 

Line’s sticker shop sells thousands of
the emoticons - some are animated and
noisy - from Hello Kitty and Super Mario
to Manga and Disney characters. The
app, which has about 218 million active
monthly users, has a strong presence in
Asian markets such as Thailand, Taiwan
and Indonesia, as well as some Spanish-
speaking areas, including Spain and
Mexico. Line said it would use proceeds
of the stock offering to help it expand in
Asia, and tap the US and European mar-
kets where it’s not a major player.

“We will continue mergers and acqui-
sitions and other investment globally,
but there is nothing decided at this
point” in terms of a particular deal, the
company said. Last year, Line posted rev-
enue of 120 billion yen, up 40 percent
from the year before, but a small overall
loss, which it blamed on rising staff costs
and other expenses. — AFP 
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SEOUL: Customers shop at Line Friends flagship store yesterday. — AP 

SAN FRANCISCO: Several suitors are bidding $5 billion or more for
the core business of struggling Internet pioneer Yahoo, CNBC report-
ed on Thursday. CNBC, citing unnamed sources close to the situa-
tion, said Yahoo’s board of directors will meet Friday to review offers
ahead of a final round of bidding expected to lead to a decision by
mid-July. US telecom titan Verizon was among low bidders, offering
more than $3.5 billion for Yahoo, according to CNBC. The pool of
bidders is believed to include private equity firms.

California-based Yahoo declined to comment. Yahoo shares were
up slightly more than a percent to $37.42 as the close of trading
neared on the Nasdaq exchange. Yahoo, which has been eclipsed by
rivals such as Google and Facebook, is studying the possibility of a
sale as it pursues efforts to revive growth, focusing on mobile users.
Yahoo chief executive Marissa Mayer has failed to revive the compa-
ny since taking the helm in 2012.

Mayer has been working to revive growth and made priorities of
what she refers to as “Mavens” - mobile, video, native advertising
and social media. In February, Yahoo announced it was cutting 15
percent of its workforce and narrowing its focus as it explored
“strategic alternatives” that included selling itself after spinning off
its multi-billion-dollar stake in Chinese Internet colossus Alibaba.

Yahoo’s struggling Internet business took a hit in May with the
loss of a long-time contract to manage the Internet portal and search
for US telecommunication giant AT&T. Yahoo reported a loss in the
first quarter of this year as it courted potential buyers and examined
other strategic options. Yahoo averted a proxy battle for control of
the company earlier this year with a compromise that added four
new board members, including a hedge fund chief who has been
critical of management.— AFP 
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SAN FRANCISCO: Tens of millions of stolen Twitter credentials
evidently lifted from web browser programs were put up for sale
online, according to a search engine devoted to leaked data.
Twitter on Thursday was adamant that its computer systems had
not been broken into by hackers, and that it was not the source
of any account information being hawked on the Internet. “We
are confident that these usernames and credentials were not
obtained by a Twitter data breach - our systems have not been
breached,” a Twitter spokesperson said in an email reply to an
AFP inquiry. “In fact, we’ve been working to help keep accounts
protected by checking our data against what’s been shared from
recent other password leaks.”

According to LeakedSource.com, tens of millions of Twitter
credentials are being traded on the “dark web”, a section of the
Internet accessed by special software. The data set reportedly
contained more than 32 million Twitter records that could
include information such as usernames, passwords, or email
addresses. LeakedSource said in a blog post that it got a copy of
the data set, and noted that it was Twitter users who were evi-
dently hacked and not the San Francisco-based one-to-many
messaging service.

It appeared that hackers got the information by using mali-
cious code that steals data from web browsing programs.
LeakedSource described itself as a search-engine capable of
searching over 1.8 billion leaked records gathered “over a rela-
tively short period of time through a combination of deep-web
scavenging and rumor-chasing”. — AFP 
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